eScribers Acquires AVTranz
April 13, 2015, New York - eScribers, a nationally recognized legal transcription company is pleased to announce today
that it has acquired AVTranz, a prominent Arizona-based transcription and reporting company established in 1991.
eScribers’ acquisition of AVTranz represents a significant expansion of its resources in the western United States as well
as a strengthening its presence in the Northeast.
AVTranz' highly skilled employees and robust technologies have enabled the company to achieve brisk growth and
become a leading provider of transcripts to the legal community.
AVTranz and eScribers share many common values, including a passion for producing transcripts of the highest quality,
an absolute commitment to delivering transcripts on time every time and for utilizing technology to simplify and
streamline the transcript ordering process and delivery.
"We are excited to welcome the AVTranz team to eScribers as we expand our transcript preparation services to law
firms and judiciaries across the United States," said Aryeh Bak, Chief Executive Officer of eScribers. "We plan to offer
our clients a wider array of services including translation and reporting, in addition to our core competency: legal
transcription."
Steve Townsend, CEO of TheRecordXChange and former CEO of AVTranz added that, "[w]e believe that this sale is very
positive for AVTranz’ clients, staff and contractors. The combined companies will able to provide a very high level of
service and will create new opportunities for both the employees and the independent contractors that do work for
AVTranz and eScribers”. He went on to clarify that, “TheRecordXchange is not part of this sale. This sale allows for the
separation of, and the growth of, the innovative and rapidly growing platform service TheRecordXChange independent
of AVTranz."
The combined company is an approved transcript provider in more than sixty State and Federal jurisdictions nationally.
By integrating these two great companies we look forward to a stronger and more robust eScribers that is even better
positioned to serve its customers.
About eScribers: eScribers was formed in 2005 with the goal of providing superior transcription services to law firms and
judiciaries. With a decade of continued excellence, eScribers is a leader in the legal transcription market, providing
unparalleled client service, leading edge technology, innovative solutions and the highest quality transcribers and
editors. More information can be found at www.escribers.net.
About AVTranz: AVTranz, headquartered in Phoenix, with offices in Tucson, AZ, Denver, CO, San Francisco, CA and
Shelburne, VT was established in 1991 and is a leading provider of verbatim transcription and electronic reporting
services in the US. Since its inception, AVTranz has subscribed to the principle that its clients are best served through a
broad base of digital reporting and transcription knowledge. AVTranz specializes in digital reporting and transcription of
state and federal court proceedings, complex litigation proceedings, military disciplinary proceedings, depositions,
arbitrations, grievance hearings and administrative proceedings including public hearings, board and committee
meetings, and industrial claims proceedings.

